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 Further Notes on Baburiana
 By ANNETTE S. BEVERIDGE

 I. The Identity of the " Bukhara B?bur-n?ma "

 II. Paternal Counsels attributed to B?bur in a
 Bhopal MS. [Dec. 1922].

 I

 Description of the " Bukhara B?bur-n?ma " l

 7T1HE full story of the Turki book on which, in Kehr's Codex,
 -*- Ilminski based his B?bur-n?ma (1857) is a very comedy

 of blameless error and mischance, primarily due to textual
 poverty ; it has yet to be told but is too long for admission
 in the Journal ; hence the purpose of this article is restricted
 to showing, on the evidence of its colophon and contents, that
 it is not the B?bur-n?ma proper it passed* for in Europe from
 1725 to 1903, but is a work of independent authorship, plan,
 and date.

 Its colophon, which is preserved by the " Senkovski
 B?bur-n?ma " (JRAS. 1900, p. 474), is to the following
 purport : " Known and entitled W?qi'-n?ma-i-p?dsh?hi (Record
 of Royal Acta) this scrijtt and composition of Mulla 'Abdu'l
 wahh?b-akhwund of Ghaj-dav?n in Bukhara?God pardon his
 mistakes and the weakness of his endeavour !?was finished on
 Monday, August Mst, 1709 (Rajah 5, 1121). Thank God ! "

 As Kehr shows the book it is a Compilation planned to
 contain the histories of B?bur and Hum?y?n ; as Ilminski's
 rescension shows it, it is a History of B?bur, in varied diction,
 true to fact but supplemented by alien items. Being a rare
 book, it should be described here somewhat in detail in order
 to preserve a record of what its author made it. To thus
 describe it has been made practicable by the presence on loan

 1 For economy of spaco referenco is asked to tho Babur-nama in
 English and to my earlier Notes (JRAS. 1900-2~5-G-7~8(ii)-9).
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 76 FURTHER NOTES ON BABUR1ANA

 to the India Office, through many years, of Kehr's autograph
 Codex. Its contents are as follows :?

 A. Preliminary Items
 1. Memo, concerning the purchase of Kehr's archetype

 (1714) : " /, Ttm?r-pul?d, son of Mtrz? Rajah, son of Pay
 chin, bought this B?bur-n?ma book after coming to Bukhara
 with the Russian Florio Beg Beneveni, envoy of the P?dsMh "
 (Peter the Great) " whose army is numerous as the stars. . . .

 May it be well-received ! Amen ! O Lord of both Worlds ! "
 2. A letter dispatched on 3rd January, 1527, by B?bur to

 K?mr?n; it is not known elsewhere (5. inE., p. 544 ; JASB.,
 Vol. XV, 1919, H.B.'s trans.), verses and another letter (?)
 (JRAS. 1908, p. 828).

 B. Part I. B?bur-n?ma
 3. Memo, of a transfer of K?mr?n's Codex of his Father's

 book, in 1550, to a victor, presumed by its presence in
 Bukhara in 1709, to be his A?zbeg opponent of 1550 (JRAS.
 1908, p. 828 ; 1909, p. 452 ; and Klaproth's articles).

 4. Compiler's Preface of Praise.
 5. Babur's Acts in Fargh?na, introduced by a few alien

 lines, and in singular diction, seemingly due to retranslation
 into Turki of the Persian text of 1589, employed to piece
 together tatters of K?mr?n's Codex (No. 9 ; see JRAS.
 1908, p. 87, for example).

 6. Spurious " Rescue-passage " attributable to Jah?ng?r
 (B. in E., Preface, xlv, and App. D).

 7. Babur's Acts in Kabul, retranslated like No. 5, but having
 a sounder Turki basis.

 8. Spurious passage about Hind?l's adoption (B. in E.>
 App. L).

 9. A few lines of Babur's own Hindustan Section, much

 damaged and thus indicating the condition of K?mr?n's
 Codex in 1709. Near their page is a fragment about a Feast.

 10. The " Fragments " of discussion, a continuous passage
 translated from the Akbar-n?ma winding up Babur's story to
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 further notes on baburiana  77

 his death and Court (Ilminski's Preface, (trans.) JRAS. 1900 ;
 Teufel, ZDMQ. 1883 ; A.N. trans., cap. xix ; De Courteille,
 vol. ii, pp. 443-64 ; JRAS. 1908, p. 76 if.).

 Here in Kehr's volume follow a few pages blank, except for
 a Library-mark, (trans.) " Here end the writings of Shah Babur."

 C. Part II. The Hum?y?n-n?ma
 11. Compiler's Preface of Praise, followed by several brief

 notices of Kh?ns and Sultans, leading down to " Bdbur
 Mtrz? who was the Father of Hum?y?n Padshah ". Of B?bur
 what is said concerns the battle of Ghaj-dav?n (1512) and
 reads like local tradition, known to the Ghaj-dav?ni Compiler.

 12. Under the heading " Hum?y?n P?dsh?h " is an account
 (presumably) of his Accession Feast ; it breaks off after a short

 while, and with its lost pages may have ?gone the story of
 Hum?y?n's expulsion from Hindustan, exile, and efforts for
 the upper hand.

 13. The last item in the Compilation is the surprising one
 of a good copy of B?bur's authentic Hindustan Section,
 apparently taken by the Mulla to describe Acts of Hum?y?n,
 because it bears the scribe's date 1714, Kehr copied from his
 archetype, and because the tattered No. 9 is replaced, not
 by it, but by the Akbar-n?ma Fragment.1
 On the fly-leaves at the end of Kehr's volume stand a

 quatrain in his large script/ a library memo, of pages in 1825,
 and the signature of " Fr. v. Adelung ", the then Director
 of the F.O. School.

 Ilminski's B?bur-n?ma (1857)

 Ilminski, primarily a missionary and teacher, wishing to
 publish a Turki reading-book, constructed one containing a
 History of B?bur by using from Kehr's Codex (my) Nos. 5,
 6, 13 and the spurious passages Nos. 4, 6, 8, guiding himself
 entirely by the L. and E. Memoirs (1826). The " Fragments "
 (No. 10) he relegated to the end of his volume ; and he omitted

 1 Perhaps the order of the Senlcovslci B?bur-n?ma varies from Kehr's ;
 nothing valid leads to this surmise however.
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 78  FURTHER NOTES ON RABURIANA

 the whole of the Mull?'s Hum?yQn-n?ma, Preface and com
 positions. Looking as he did towards a reading-book, his
 drastic procedure was justifiable but it effectively hid the
 W?qi'-n?ma-i-jxidsh?hi, and, over and above this, led to an
 over-estimate of his text by those unable to learn what his
 enlightening Russian Preface tells of his doubts and his doings.
 He did not know what book he was using in Kehr's Codex ;
 he never saw a true text of Babur's, never saw the Mull?'s
 colophon. Not even in 1883-5 does he appear to have seen
 that useful entry of Senkovski's, since he makes no reference
 to it in the Proceedings of the Russian Imperial Academy
 (Zap. Imp. Ak Nauk 46) to which he frequently contributed.
 The Senkovski MS. was sent to him at that time and returned

 to Petrograd in March, 1885, but he was then occupied with
 the publication of another work (on Translation), and appears
 not to have taken up the completion he was asked by the
 Kazan Academy to undertake, viz. that of Senkovski's list of
 variants (1858) between his autograph copy of the W?qi
 n?ma and Ilminski's Imprint. The whole of the incident of
 the variants is an episode in the comedy of blameless error
 and mischance.

 II
 The Bhopal Was?yat-n?ma-i makhfi

 The document shown opposite, somewhat under its full size
 (5x8 in.), belongs to the Bhopal State Library and purports
 to contain secret exhortations of B?bur to Hum?ytin. It was
 sent for the consideration of the Royal Asiatic Society by
 Colonel Luard, who gave the following particulars about it.
 When the starting of the now fine Bhopal Library was adver
 tised, MSS. were brought in from all sides, and amongst them
 was this Wa$iyat~n?ma, which was then purchased from an
 indigent Tonk Musalman, who stated that it had been for some
 time in his family and had been obtained from Dihli. As, if
 genuine, it would add to recognized Babur-writings, it has been
 examined from the B?bur-n?ma view-point and also from that
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 JRAS. 1023.  Platk I.

 The Bhopal Wanyal-naywi-imukhfi.
 [To fact 2>. 13.
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 FURTHER NOTES ON BA?UR1ANA  79

 of experts in literary technicalities, Mr. A. G. Ellis and
 Mr. Ghulam Yazdani taking the greater part, but also by
 Sir T. Arnold, Mr. L. D. Barnett, Mr. 'Abdu'l-maj?d Belsh?h,
 Mr. E. Edwards, and Sir E. D. Ross. The results are embodied
 in this Note.

 Unfortunately we' have not seen the original document ;
 hence no opinion is offered about the date of paper or the
 cause of defects in the rectangular enclosure of the script.
 The script itself suggests rather the eighteenth than the
 sixteenth century (Mr. E. E.) ; it is Indian nasta'l?q of poor
 quality, seeming the work of one accustomed to write the
 naskhi ; its crowding up to make nasta'llq is greatly
 exaggerated and rather unnatural (Mr. A. G. E.).

 The contents of the page divide into two parts, the first
 formed by the invocation, seal, descriptive heading, and foot
 entry ; the second containing the Wastyat-n?ma-i makhfi
 itself.

 Part I. (a) The seal differs by its great size, over-clear
 naskhi script, abbreviated Hijra-sign, redundant titles, and
 omission of paternal descent from Babur's authentic ones in
 the regal Sh?h-n?ma Codex owned by our Society. Its legend
 runs Zah?ru'd-d?n Muh. B?bur B?dsh?h Bahadur Gh?dhi
 [sic] H. 933. Babur's known seal bears Zah?ru'd-d?n Muh.
 B?bur Bahadur ibn SI. *U mar-shaikh K?rk?n 900 (?) ; other
 family seals from the same Codex bear Hum?y?n bin Muh.
 B?bur B?dsh?hu'l-Gh?zi and Jah?ngir Sh?h bin Alebar Sh?h.
 The " Bahadur " of the Was?yat-natna is an anachronism after
 Babur's assumption of the higher title Padshah in 913-1506.

 The naskhi of the seal resembles the iuistalliq of the text ;
 the seal and heading are linked by a common error in spelling
 " Ghadhi " (z?l for z?'e) ; the seal and foot-entry are linked
 by the use in both of the abbreviated " Hijra ", which is in
 common use in the later Arabic writings (Mr. A. G. E.). The
 items of Part I, seal included, appears to be from one hand.

 (b) The heading thus translates : (These) secret exhortations
 of Zah?ru'd-d?n Muh. B?bur B?dsh?h Gh?dhi [sic] were written
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 80  further notes on baburiana

 for (or to) Sh?h-z?da Nas?ru'd-d?n Hum?y?n, (God grant him
 long life !) for the consolidation of the Sultanate. It contains
 two things disassociating it from B?bur's compositions:?(1) its
 use of titles, he using none for himself or his sons ; (2) he
 mentions the T?m?rid style as M?rza (B.N. in p. 344).
 Jahang?r used Sh?h-z?da in posthumous titles for his brother*,.

 (c) The foot-entry translates :?And only its announce
 ment is incumbent on us, Jan. \\th> 1529 (Jum?dal. 1, 935 ;
 Qoran, cap. xxxvi, v.16 ; Sir T. A.). Does its imperfect
 " H. 9 " indicate an underlying date of Jah?ng?r's reign,
 i.e. 1035 ? It is not apparent from the B?bur-n?ma record why,
 where, or when secret exhortations should be made to
 Hum?y?n at all ; still less why they should be announced?
 by and to whom ??on Jumada 1.1, 935 a.h., when Hum?y?n
 was operating against Samarkand and B?bur allotting sites
 in his Dulpur Garden. Moreover, if the was?yat-nama were
 a dying charge, its date is premature, Babur not dying until
 26th December, 1530.
 Part II. A primary obstacle to the acceptance of the

 Waslyat-n?ma as composed by B?bur is its Persian form ; this
 cannot be explained as a translation from B?bur's Turki
 because of the non-B?bur-like character of its contents.
 The eight exhortations thus translate :?(1) O Son ! The realm
 of Hindustan is peopled by various creeds. Almighty God
 be praised that he confers its sovereignty on thee. (2) Thou
 must cleanse the tablet of thy heart from sectarian bigotries
 and do justice according to the custom of each creed.
 (3) Above all, abstain from sacrificing cows ; thus will the
 hearts of Hindustanis be won and the peasants be made loyal
 by the royal bounty. (4) Destroy not the temples or
 worshipping places of any tribe under the royal rule ; thus
 shall the Sh?h be satisfied with the peasant, the peasant with
 the Padshah (cf. B.N. in E., pp. 281-2). (5) Islam is advanced
 better by the sword of kindness than the sword of oppression.
 (6) Close the eye to the disagreements of Sunni and Shi'a ;
 otherwise the rift in Islam is made manifest. (7) Control thy
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 FURTHER NOTES ON BABURIANA 81

 many-minded subjects by the Four Elements ; thus will the
 body of the Sultanate be freed from various distemper.
 (8) Let (him) keep before his eyes His Highness Am?r T?m?r
 ??hib-qir?m's K?r-n?ma so that he may become expert in
 government affairs.

 Comments on the exhortations.?Sect. 1. No sovereignty
 was conferred on Hum?y?n before his father's death in
 937-1530. 2. The " bigotries " of e.g. Akbar's day were
 Musalman fidelities in B?bur's. 3. This prohibition suits
 better the time when treaties of P?dsh?h and R?ja contained
 agreement against the sacrifice of cows in Rajput territory.
 4. In 935 A.H. was completed B?bur's Mosque built on part
 of the site of an ancient Adjodhya temple. 8. This section
 appears to have another than pacific origin ; hence perhaps
 its change from direct to indirect imperative (if it be not a
 grammatical error). It is disassociated from B?bur because
 he writes uniformly (ex. excp. B.N. in E., p. 256) plain " Timur
 Beg " without posthumous title ; also because he mentions
 no book entitled K?r-n?ma is this the Zafar-n?ma ? or the
 Malf?z?t of Sh?h-jah?n's reign ? Whatever it be, a History
 of Timur's Battles is a strange text-book for pacific
 exhortations 1

 Further linguistic defects.?1. 2, b?stihk?m for ba istihkam(?.)\
 m?m?r for m?'m?r ; ba hamdu'l-Wi, vulgar ; Sect. 2 has its
 first clause verbally misarranged ; Sect. 4, man?dir as used in
 Hindustani but not in Ar. or Pers. (is it for Pers. manaivar,
 idol-temple, Steingass ?) ; ma'bad-g?h for Hb?dat-g?h ; Sect. 8,
 qir?rii for qir?n ; foot-entry, yakam, rare in dates ; etc.

 In conclusion, one cannot but ask where the document
 was when archives and memories were searched for
 Abu'l-fazl's help in 996-1587, and where it has been hidden
 so long ?
 Not to appear discourteous, through omission to argue

 against the view of the Bhopal Librarian Mr. Ghosal?kindly
 communicated to me by Colonel Luard?that the Persian
 form of the document argues in its favour because Persian

 JKAS. JANUARY 1923. G
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 82 FURTHER NOTES ON 13ABURIANA

 was the language of civilization and literature and because
 Hum?y?n kept close to Persian traditions having lived much
 in Persia, I mention two matters of fact negativing this
 argument, firstly, that in Babur's time and before and after it,
 T?m?rid families attained a high degree of culture in the
 arts, literature included ; and secondly,, that Hum?yQn's
 residence in Persia, being in 950-1544, does not affect the
 question of the document of 935-1529. To both B?bur and
 Hum?yfm Persian was a second home-tongue ; they had
 constant companionship in childhood with Persians ; they
 read great Persian books ; their proficiency argues against
 accepting as genuine a document so defective as the Wastyat
 n?ma-i makhfi. Not to accept it is a matter of regret, for who
 would not welcome new sayings of B?bur P?dsh?h ?
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